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THE FUTURE OF CONTINGENT WORKERS
A GROWING TREND WE SERVICE WELL

Yes I would absolutely recommend 
Ascent because of the constant 
communication between Ascent 
and its clients.

Working with Ascent has been an incredibly 
positive experience for me and I would 

recommend the company to anyone looking 
for employment. On scale of 1-10, I would rate 
Ascent a 10. I always received prompt attention 
to all questions and concerns and the staff was 

a pleasua pleasure to work with.

I began working with Ascent intending it be a 
'stop gap' solution but what I found was a 

company committed to a lasting relationship 
with me, the employee. They worked tirelessly 
to make sure I found a good fit. I've been with 
Ascent for over 5 years now. The management 
team takes the time to make suteam takes the time to make sure I know I'm a 
valued member of the team. Signing on with 
Ascent was the best thing that could have 

happened to me.

Ascent was always supportive and 
responsive.I always felt like I 
had the support I needed. 

Would you recommend Ascent to 
your clients and colleagues? Why 
or why not? 

What were some of the positive 
aspects of working with Ascent? 

I have had a great experience with 
the company. I would recommend 
anyone to Ascent. They are a great 
company to work for and all issues or 
concerns are always resolved very 
quickly.

Professional, knowledgeable, honest 
and reliable describe the service I was 
provided by Ascent. The Engagement 
Manager was instrumental in enabling 
a smooth on-boarding process responding 
to every inquiry through emails and phone 
calls. I highly calls. I highly recommend Ascent without 
reservation.

Staffing Industry Analysts predicts that by the end of 2015, 25% of U.S. company’s workforce will be contingent and 
54% of companies will need to have a formal Independent Contractor Compliance program in place.  With that 
growth, Ascent is scaled to meet all your payroll-pass through and IC needs.

Ascent surveys our payroll and IC workers to ensure we are meeting all key performance indicators and the highest 
of concierge level services.  We realize these are your workers and our purpose is to provide the highest level of 
care as an extension of their employment experience with Guardian.  Below are several testimonials from payrolled 
contractors fcontractors from our 2014 survey results:

www.ascentsg.com


